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Personal Statement
Over the course of the fall semester in Process and Production, I learned a lot of technical skills as well as gained presentation 
experience and new ways of approaching researching for projects. I am very happy with the progress that I made and I think that 
at least my technical growth can be seen in my work. It is difficult for me to trace a theme throughout my pieces as I was able to 
explore different styles of layouts, type, illustrations and graphic design.  
  Through this reflective process of compiling my work from the semster for this portfolio I have been able to notice certain 
things that I wish to improve on in my process. Primarily, I want to ground my work in as much research as possible because I 
used to believe that it limits the work to what has already been done, but now I am starting to realize that It just provides more 
ammunition for the ideation process. Secondly, I want to take more of my projects into multiple mediums, like how we recreated 
emojis, turned them into compositions/collages and then animated them, or how I illustrated portraits to then turn into bills, to then 
turn into prints. 
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Project 1

Menu creation

Jimi’s Bar & Grill
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Jimi’s Bar & Grill- Statement

Jimi’s Bar and Grill is a fast food restaurant selling cheap street foods from around the world. The menu concept is a simple, hand-
held menu with an easy to read and navigate layout that showcases fun illustrations, as well customizable food options. The back 
illustration is simple and repetitive but has a high energgy and level of color that I find adds to the atmosphere of the restaurant. 
The menu can be folded out as a fan, or assembled in a cross formation that allows all sides to be seen as well as allowing the 
menu to stand upright.   
 
The menu assignment was an enjoyable project for me that let me completely imagine not only the menu, but the cuisine and 
restaurant itself. First, I decided I wanted to serve fusion fast food, then I decided what I wanted the restaurant to look like. I decid-
ed it should have a friendly and playful vibe where people could enjoy tasty and delicious street foods. I’m really happy with how 
this menu turned out and I would be happy delivering this as an actual restaurant menu. 
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Jimi’s Bar & Grill- Process

Logos and first iterations
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Jimi’s Bar & Grill- Final

JIMI’s
Bar & Grill

Bu
rg

er
s

Hamburger...3.50           Cheeseburger...4 
Ramen burger...4          Bacon Burger...5

Toppings 
  

Lettuce, Tomato, Cheese, Bleu Cheese, Onion, Fried on-
ions, Black beans, Refried beans, Bacon, Cilantro, egg

Pork...4
Beef...5
Chicken...4 
Vegetarian...4

Corn 
Flour 
Crunchy 
Rotli

Habanero
Mild
Hot
Sriracha
BBQ
Tandoori
Buffalo

Lettuce, Tomato, Cheese, Bleu Cheese, 
Onion, Fried onions, Black beans, Re-
fried beans, Bacon, Cilantro, egg

Habanero 
mango
Honey bbq
Mild buffalo
Spicy buffalo

-Ranch    -Bleu Cheese     -Buffalo     -BBQ     -Mild

4pcs...3.50             8pcs...6             16pcs...11

Cheese
Black beans
Refried beans
Ground beef
Chicken
Pork
Salsa
Hot sauce
Lettuce
Onion
Avocado
Tomato
cilantro
egg

Nachos...4.50

Curly
Regular
Wedge

Cajun
Hot
Sea salt

Fries 
 
Small ...3 
 
Large...5

Sauce

Flavor

Size

WingsTacos

Shell

Filling

Dressing

Toppings

Nachos  
FRIES&

Type

Seasoning

Jimi’s began its journey in 1978 
as a small stand in Washing-
ton D.C. “Our mission is to bring 
people together with delicious 

food. Customer service and 
delivering smiles are our top 

priorities” 
                                      -The Jimi
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Project 2

Radial Symmetry Design

Cold hogs
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Cold Hogs- Statement

Cold Hogs is the name of my final abstract radial design. It blends together circular and triangular forms in one, radially symmet-
rical design.The emojis recreated were the designs from apple’s emoji set, as well as some unreleased apple emojis (such as 
the freezing face). I made use of the pig, footsteps, and frozen face emoji while solittingg some of it into parts. There is a heavy 
emphasis placed on the solid, layered, centrally composed block of forms at the middle, with a subtler, low opacity design in the 
background. 
 
  By first recreating an entire emoji set, it gave me a lot to choose from, the process then focused on iterations of composi-
tions using these emojis. I am happy with the final piece, although I with that I had not placed so much emphasis on recreating 
every detail of the emojis, because that left me with too much detail once I started placingg so many of them on the same compo-
sition. I am also really happy with how the animations of the final compositions turned out, even though they were not the focus of 
the project.  
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Cold Hogs- Process

Emoji set recreations and initial set of compositions.
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Cold Hogs- Final

Cold Hogs
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Project 3

Currency System

Epithos

pantone 199 c

dimensions, fonts, pantones, different grids

7 in

3.2 in

7 in

3.2 in

1,000,000

1,000,000 O n e  M i l l i o n E s c o b u c k s

O n e  M i l l i o n E s c o b u c k s

2100089

JimmyOfficial
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Epithos- Statement

Epithos are a fictional currency from the land of Epithets, a nation where leaders are reveered for their historical nicknames, such 
as Justinian II The Slit Nosed, of the Byzantine Empire and Pepin The Short, king of the Franks. The three bills shown are denomi-
nations of Epithos with symbolism based on motifs from each rulers’ own history as well being structured and colored in a way that 
appears realistic. The illustrations are hand drawn and the textures were all original.  
 
  The Fictional Currency System project was the one that taught me the most and that I had the most fun with. The concept 
was so open ended which allowed us to explore whatever content we wanted, whereas there were still many things on the visual 
presentation side that provided structure. Overall I learned lots of new techniques in Illustrator as well as lessons in how to aesthet-
ically put things together. I am very proud of this work and I think that it has the appearance of a legitimate currency regardless of 
how silly the concept is. 
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Epithos- Process
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Epithos- Final
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Project 4

Portrait Illustration

Gold Deserts Everyday

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/02/facebook-employees-calling-former-
colleagues-to-look-for-jobs-outside.htmlThere's new things coming out every day
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TBD- Statement

This illustration was done in Adobe Illustrator. The quote comes from a CNN article about new industries and how millenials and 
younger generations’ choices are effectingg those industries. The Desert landscape is based on a photo from the Atlas World 
Book from Nat Geo. The portrait is based on a photo from the 1980’s of UK DJ Goldie. The illustration I made, I believe, captures 
the interesting and energetic nature of the origginal photo, while blending it with two completely unrelated concepts. It is abstract, 
but still bares a fair amount of detail and shows GGoldie’s likeness recognizably.  
 
   I’m happy with this project and also found it interesting. My favorite part was digging through fashion and pop culture 
books in the library looking for interesting portraits to use. I think the method of scanning real prints changed everything because it 
made me look so far out of where I would usually go for reference imagges and I ended up finding something I really enjoyed. 
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TBD-Process

It Doesn’t Get The Visibility In Pop Culture it D
eserves

https://www.complex.com/pop-culture/PharrellWilliamsTalksKanyeWest,KidCudi,Adidas,andMore https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/music/2018/10/26/tekashi-69-sentenced-probation-child-sex-performance/1781421002/

Millenials
Are Killing

Canned Tuna

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/03/millennials-are-killing-canned-tuna-but-the-industry-is-�ghting-back.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/02/facebook-employees-calling-former-
colleagues-to-look-for-jobs-outside.htmlThere's new things coming out every day https://www.cnbc.com/2018/12/03/trump-china-trade-talks-and-nafta-�ght-in-congress-set-up-key-stretch.html

expectto
have
very
much
of
a

problem
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TBD- Final
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